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Generic Fixture 

- A light with a single bulb that is plugged straight into a 15amp or 16amp socket or into a 

dimmer so you can control the intensity 

- The colour can only be altered with gels, these are put inside a gel holder that looks like a 

folded bit of metal with a hole in the middle and slots into the front of the fixture 

- Intensity is the only thing which can be altered through programming 

- They heat up quickly and can burn you if you touch them when they’re on or have just been 

turned off 

- They are useful particularly for general washes of light  

LED 

- More modern lights which allow you to alter the colour quickly (eg a single light can go 

straight from blue to orange without you having to change anything on the light itself) 

- They stay much cooler than generic lights 

- Built in control electronics connect to DMX, don’t plug it into a dimmer 

Fresnel 

- Wide, soft edged beam of light 

- Can be focused by moving the lens back and forward using the slide on the side which 

alters the size of the beam of light 

- Barn doors can be attached to control the shape and direction of the light 

- Can be gelled to alter the colour 

- They are small lights with a short body 

 

Profile 

- Produces clearly defined spots of light (either hard or soft edged) 

- Use shutters rather than barn doors to alter the shape of the light more accurately than barn 

doors can 

- Some allow you to use a gobo if you want to project a specific shape  
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- They are a similar diameter to fresnels but have a long body (and so are much heavier) 

 

Par Can 

- Produces an intense beam of light which means that it’s ideal for gelling as the colour 

shows up well while still providing light  

- Typically produce a whiter light than other fixtures so good for a midday sun look when 

aimed straight down and also much better at producing strong blues when gelled. 

- Barn doors aren’t very effective on a parcan but the area the light covers depends on the 

length of the barrel, shorter parcans cover a wider area 

- Generic par cans have a mid length both compared to profiles and fresnels  

- In DST we’ve got both incandescent par cans and LED ones 

 

Birdie 

- Miniature lantern useful for hiding downstage or in scenery to provide light 

- Can’t be focused and are small but can be useful for light if size of lantern is an issue 

- They essentially look very similar to par cans but are much smaller 
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Batten 

- These can only be focused in terms of the general angle in which they point rather than 

being able to control the direction of the beam of light more precisely  

- Often used to light cycs or backlight 

- The battens which DST has are LED 

- When used in block mode you can control the colour and brightness of small sections of 

each batten, which can make cool gradients and animated effects if you have a few battens 

in a line 

 

Flood 

- These can only be focused in terms of the general angle in which they point rather than 

being able to control the direction of the beam of light more precisely, these are even less 

focussed than parcans 

- Often used to light cycs or backlight 

- DST’s flood lights are generic and are much closer to being square shaped than the long 

narrow battens 

 

-  


